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Introduction
In the conditions of the digitization of the economy, the development of the modern information world is the demand of the time to increase information transparency in order to forecast the country’s need for investments (Misztal & Kowalska, 2020), the level of economic and financial riskiness of the production enterprise, the effectiveness of foreign and domestic investors’ investments and make the right decision (Bulturbayevich & Abduvafoyevna, 2022). The country’s investment potential and attractiveness for foreign and domestic investors can be assessed through the following factors (Teplická & Hurná, 2021):

the mechanism of economic evaluation of the efficiency of the country’s investment activity through the rating practice, to have accurate information about the regional investment attractiveness, and thus to provide foreign investors with a source of information (Karpenko et al., 2019).
Research Method

The mechanism of economic assessment of the effectiveness of the country’s investment activity can be implemented through the following four modes of rating assessment:

- **Mode 1**: production activities of industrial enterprises;
- **Mode 2**: investment activities of industrial enterprises;
- **Mode 3**: operational efficiency of entities participating in investment processes;
- **Mode 4**: level of social development of subjects participating in investment processes (Li et al., 2019).

The investment potential of the republic and its attractiveness depend on several determinants (Tolstykh et al., 2020). These determinants are divided into such types as socio-economic, organizational-legal, spiritual-location. All the mentioned determinants allow investors to make quick and effective decisions on whether or not to invest in this area. As we all know, in the "Doing Business” report, established by the World Bank, every year the rating of the country on doing business on the scale of about two hundred countries is publicly announced by experienced specialists and experts (Axmadjonovich, 2023).

In fact, investors, mostly foreign investors, try to analyze the influencing factors before making a decision whether or not to invest in a country (Sobirovna & O’rinboyevich, 2019).

In order to direct the investment flow to the country, foreign investors turn to the rating of international organizations, in particular, they follow the analysis of the World Bank’s "Doing Business” , "State Inactivity Index" and "Global Competitiveness Index” of the "For Peace” Fund and similar rating indicators (Trachuk & Linder, 2019).

In Figure 1 below, we can see information about rating organizations that incorporate information about the country's investment performance and attractiveness, which is important for foreign investors to make the right decision.

The mechanism for assessing the investment attractiveness of industrial enterprises is implemented through the following factors (Li et al., 2020):

- choosing a specific research object;
- analysis of statistical data for a certain period and their processing;
- determining the system of indicators used in the rating and their systematic analysis (Abduvakhidovna, 2023);
- taking into account the existence of specific characteristics of industrial enterprises. Officially published annual reports and data of industrial enterprises are used in the rating process.
Indicators of industrial enterprises are developed based on the requirements of rating organizations and do not contradict their policies. This includes the following ratings:
- income received on account of investment;
- use of subsidies provided by the state;
- income rating of individual enterprises;
- profitability rating of the industrial enterprise;
- rating of the level of concentration of financial resources in industry and agriculture (Skrynkovskyy et al., 2019);
- efficiency of management of industrial enterprises;
- gross profit rating of the enterprise;
- rating by demand for goods produced in industrial enterprises;
- rating of industrial enterprises by the level of sales of their manufactured goods;
- monthly salaries of workers of the industrial enterprise and rating of their social protection (Sozinova et al., 2019).

In the process of researching the "Employee management" category, when we analyzed the documents related to the labor legislation of the Republic of Uzbekistan, it became clear that the employees of the organization were divided into several categories according to the system of descriptions and indicators of the content of work and they were given separate definitions (Vedernikov et al., 2020). According to it, the state share in state enterprises, institutions and organizations, economic management bodies, as well as authorized capital established by the decisions of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan and the Cabinet of Ministers based on the "Classification of the main positions of employees and workers' professions" approved by the decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan No. 795 Employees of organizations with more than 50 percent are divided into the following categories according to the system of descriptions and indicators of labor content (Sozinova et al., 2019).

Management employees - employees who perform management functions, lead employees, develop and make necessary decisions, plan, control and regulate the organization's activities (Shepel et al., 2019), prepare information for making necessary decisions. Management staff ensure the necessary organizational and technical conditions for the achievement of the organization's goals and tasks, as well as the performance of assigned functions and production programs. Management staff, in turn, are divided into leaders and management staff specialists (Tkachenko et al., 2019). Production employees are employees who directly participate in the production of the main products of the organization, as well as in the production of additional products specified in the production program. The production staff includes specialists who directly participate in the production process (Yepifanova & Dzedzhula, 2021).
"Technical staff - the function includes employees who provide technical support to the activities of management staff and perform production and technological processes (publishing, duplicating, archiving, library work, document delivery and other work). Service personnel - the function includes the provision of technical service and economic service to buildings and territories, security, service to management personnel, management of the organization, and additional social and household service workers provided to employees in the service process(Kwilinski & Kuzior, 2020).

Service workers include professionals and household service workers who do not belong to the category of workers. Based on our conducted research, we consider it appropriate to dwell on the specific features of the personnel management process in the organization. In this case, we can see the specific features of the personnel management process in the following(Urakova, 2021):

Firstly, personnel management includes the administrative tasks necessary to control the employees of the organization and allows the use of any methods and methods that have a positive effect on work efficiency;

Secondly, there is no organization without employees, and without qualified personnel, the organization cannot achieve its goals. Therefore, without effective management of employees, it is impossible to direct them to their activities;

Thirdly, in modern management, the "whip" management system is not evaluated effectively in influencing employees. Because this method does not allow keeping modern and talented personnel in the organization for a long time. Such a method causes unemployment in the organization and reduces work efficiency;

Fourth, personnel management is organized on the basis of achieving efficiency and justice. If one of these two is not present, this process cannot be carried out successfully. On the basis of personnel management, it is necessary to unite all personnel in the enterprise based on their social and gender positions and to try to increase labor efficiency in the enterprise. This allows each employee to contribute not only as an employee of the organization, but also as a person with his sincere work. It ensures the stability of the organization as a mechanism for achieving efficiency with fair work organization(Abduvakhidovna, 2022a).

**Result and Discussion**

In world practice, there are mainly two American and Japanese approaches to the formation of personnel management systems. Both approaches are aimed at the activation
of human resources, continuous technological improvement, a large number of goods and services, and transfer to a low level of production management. Also, these approaches are directed to the development and implementation of long-term strategic plans for the development of the organization. Also employees in the USA manage system American approach to formation individuality principle is based on American corporations employees in choosing bright, charismatic, given tasks in solving and ideas work on the way out active and creative, to himself special approachable, expected to the results reach will receive individuals preferred they see in Japan while management decisions acceptance to do regarding practice many foreign managers surprises. Decision acceptance to do collective in order done increased, general decision consensus through solution will be done. They are offer done the decision organization inside common agreement there is until it doesn't discussion unanimously think, done stop from the bride after acceptance they do In Japan, "Ringi" (Ringi System), "NENKO" and "Urmbod". employment » systems widespread in Japan widespread out this systems team spirit and human relationship superior that invisible is enough Japan management system to the world famous did main of the factors one people with work qualification is high (Abdullajanovich, 2022).

Current at the time in Uzbekistan developed countries from experience use based on employees manage system optimization for all conditions there is. With that together, of the country everyone enterprises too to the experience appeal without doing, habit according to, old administrative command in the economy worker strength manage to the concept special was, worn out gone, employees manage methods are using This account received without Uzbekistan enterprises economy high level developed countries collected, employees manage system in the field known international experiences comparative and critical learn from him management in practice efficient their uses necessary Employees of management modern forms and methods learning and from him in practice use national to businesses high economic to the results reach opportunity will give. Employees manage efficiency provide and to justice reach based on organize to be done it is necessary If their of the two one there is if not, this the process successful done by increasing it won't happen (Abdullajanovich, 2022).

**Conclusion**

Employees manage through in the organization each one of the employee position, social come output and gender strictly look organization common purpose on the way combine only through work productivity to increase reach. As a result each one in the employee not only of the organization member of as perhaps a person also as own at will
according to done increased work with own share to add opportunity appear. That's fair work organize to do with to efficiency reach mechanism as of the organization stability is provided. Organization stability with depends was and to him directly effect doer internal processes while always priority occupation is enough.

Summary as to say possibly employees manage system efficiency increase their work to practice app reach the following offer and recommendations work exit enable gave : employees to choose , to place to put and high to positions in lifting their professional qualification degree, work attitude, moral qualities, activity to the results each bilaterally and objective price to give necessary.
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